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Faculty approves new applied
mathematics major
by

Reid Spagna

Contributing Writer

Arts and Sciences faculty
on Oct. 26 voted unanimously to approve a new applied
mathematics major to be
offered by the Department of
Mathematics, which students
can begin to pursue immediately.
While pure mathematics aims to describe abstract
structures for the sake of discovery, applied mathematics focuses on solving math
problems with real-world
applications in fields such as
biology, physics and economics, according to Professor of
Mathematics and Department
Chair Boris Hasselblatt.
The creation of the new
major was made possible
in part by the increase over
the past several years in the
number of Department of
Mathematics faculty specializing in the field of applied
mathematics,
Hasselblatt
explained.
“It is a recognition of our
own strength in applied mathematics,” he said. “It is a timely
major at this point because we
were at a moment where we
could realize the full potential of supporting cores of students with a primary interest
in applied mathematics.”
When Hasselblatt began his
tenure at Tufts in 1989, the

Meagan Maher/Tufts Daily

The Department of Mathematics is hoping to attract a wider variety of
students pursuing interdisciplinary studies with the new applied mathematics major.
department only had one professor who focused on applied
mathematics. The department
now has six professors who
specialize in the field.
The new major will require

Students work with Dining
Services to create teaching
kitchen
by

Rebecca Kimmel

Contributing Writer

A group of student foodlovers are collaborating with
Tufts Dining Services to bring
a teaching kitchen to campus. The kitchen, which will
open in Curtis Hall as early as
next September, will serve as a
communal space for students,
groups and classes to explore
the culinary arts.
The project organizers, who
have received support from
the Board of Trustees, have
already developed a preliminary blueprint for the space
and are waiting to finalize
plans before beginning to
fundraise for the construction, according to Director of
Dining and Business Services
Patti Klos.
The kitchen is the brainchild of alumnus and former Trustee Representative
to the Administration and
Finance Committee in Tufts
Community Union ( TCU)
Senate Alix Boulud (LA ’11).
Boulud said that the idea
for the project came to her
after she and senior Manuel
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Guzman founded the Tufts
Culinary Society in 2008 and
saw the need on campus for
such a space.
“People were really wanting to learn how to cook, but
we weren’t able to meet that
need because there were no
facilities on campus,” she
said. “Dorm kitchens have an
oven and stove, but that is not
enough to teach someone how
to cook.”
Boulud introduced the project in the TCU Senate last
year before presenting it to
the Board of Trustees, where
she received a standing ovation, according to TCU’s
Trustee Representative to the
Academic Affairs Committee
Joshua Kapelman, a senior.
Dining Services became
involved in the project about a
year and a half ago, according
to Klos.
“We needed a department or
some part of the administration that can help long-term
in the oversight of the space
itself — occasionally there
might need to be a repair, or
see KITCHEN, page 2

undergraduates to take 13
courses after Calculus II,
two more than the regular
mathematics major, Professor
see MATH, page 2
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Recently released Africana
Studies Task Force report
shows divided opinion
by

Corinne Segal

Daily Editorial Board

The report released last month
composed by the members of
the Africana Studies Task Force
offered three different possible
approaches, rather than a single
coherent recommendation, to
Africana studies as an academic
discipline at Tufts.
The group, composed of faculty, students and administrators, was charged in February by
Dean of Arts and Sciences Joanne
Berger-Sweeney with four tasks:
evaluate the university’s resources, present potential models of
Africana studies curricula, recommend academic structures
and alterations and evaluate the
roles the African diaspora already
plays in other departments at
Tufts.
Berger-Sweeney told the task
force at their final meeting in
May that the group had failed to
address these goals, according to
Chartise Clark (LA ’11), a member of the task force.		
The group offered three different possible options for the university to pursue, showing what
Berger-Sweeney called a divide in
opinion.
“It was quite clear to me that
the task force itself had not
reached a decision about the best
structure,” Berger-Sweeney said.
“Different
constituencies
seemed to want and believe dif-

ferent things should happen,”
she said. “I guess it was my hope
that there might have been a bit
more of a consensus.”
A single recommendation carries more weight than a series of
recommendations, according to
Berger-Sweeney. “I think a recommendation is much more
powerful when multiple constituencies think it’s the right thing, as
opposed to different constituencies recommending, in essence,
different things,” she said.
The report was finalized, Clark
explained, before the task force
had reached a consensus on revisions made to it. She noted that
between the time when she and
Hope Wollensack (LA ’11), the
only two students on the task
force, submitted comments on
a late draft of the report and the
time of its final publication, the
group did not reach a consensus
on final revisions.
“None of us on the task force
had actually seen the final report,
and it’s being handed out to us,”
she said. The group’s final report
was made available online last
month, following a Sept. 20 open
meeting during which students
requested that Berger-Sweeney
release it publicly, according to
Clark. Berger-Sweeney told the
Daily that the students’ requests
influenced her decision to
release the report, even though it
see TASK FORCE, page 2

Tufts Idea Exchange to showcase
speakers with diverse interests
by

Laina Piera

Daily Editorial Board

Members of the Tufts community will gather tonight in
Cabot Auditorium for the second installment of the Tufts
Idea Exchange (TEX), during
which 10 speakers from across
the Tufts community will
deliver 10-minute talks about
their ideas in fields such as
philosophy, service work and
engineering.
TEX,
sponsored
by
the Institute for Global
Leadership’s Synaptic Scholars
Program and OneWorld, is
modeled after TED, global conferences at which the
world’s
most
prominent
thinkers present an overview
of their area of expertise in 18
minutes or less. The first TEX
took place last semester.
Tonight, six undergraduate students, an alumnus, two
professors and an admissions
officer will present their ideas
on a range of topics.
TEX is designed to expand
intellectual life outside of the
classroom, according to Ben
Perlstein, one of the chief
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Tonight’s Tufts Idea Exchange will feature 10 speakers discussing issues ranging from the value of community service to the meaning of happiness.
organizers of TEX and a synaptic scholar.
“We’re living in a university ... where there are ideas
everywhere,” Perlstein, a junior,
said. “We believe that part of

what Tufts is all about is the
interdisciplinary learning, and
it’s about people really being
able to think creatively by virsee TEX, page 2
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New major to attract students
with interdisciplinary interests
MATH

continued from page 1

of Mathematics Christoph
Börgers said. Requirements
include differential equations,
linear algebra, two semesters
of real analysis and a semester
of complex analysis, as well as
mathematical modeling and
computing, which can replace
a requirement in computer
science.
While interested students
can declare the major right
now, Hasselblatt expects most
students will not declare their
major in applied mathematics
until next fall.
Assistant
Professor
of
Mathematics Scott MacLachlan
and Börgers were the creative
forces behind the new major.
While they agree that there
are
numerous
crossovers
between the recently created
and pre-existing mathematics majors, they are confident
that the applied mathematics
major will give undergraduates
unique new opportunities.
“Students of the regular
mathematics major have gone
on to jobs in areas such as
finance, biotech, geophysics
and insurance,” MacLachlan
explained. “Students who come
out of the applied math major
will be well-prepared for any of
those careers, but [the major]
gives them a little bit more of
a focus in the math that they
would use in those careers.”
The interdisciplinary nature
of applied mathematics will
make it a manageable undertaking for students looking to
double-major.
“We’ve seen a lot of interest
in students doing math as a
second major to biology, physics and computer science, and
we are looking at what ways
students want to combine
them,” MacLachlan said.
He hopes the program will
draw many students from different majors, particularly

engineering.
Thomas Claiborne, a sophomore majoring in mechanical engineering, has already
expressed interest in the
recently approved major.
“When I was growing up in
high school, math was my passion, and I like the math side of
engineering,” Claiborne said.
“There are so many applications of applied mathematics
in engineering. There are a lot
of skills that I would learn in
applied math that would be
helpful to pursue job opportunities.”
Claiborne also appreciates
the major’s flexibility with
regard to scheduling and double-majoring.
“I like the breadth of the
applied mathematics degree,”
he said. “There are a lot of
courses you can take out of
department, like computer
science and physics, that can
count towards your requirements.”
MacLachlan is excited about
the possibilities created by the
new major.
“Applied mathematics is a
field that has been around for
hundreds of years,” he said.
“We hope it is recognized as
a field that gives students
tools to succeed in a variety of
fields.”
The Arts and Sciences faculty also approved a renumbering of the department’s
courses. While current offerings and requirements will
remain unchanged, this will
group similar mathematics
courses together by number,
according to an excerpt of the
department’s proposal to the
Arts and Sciences Curricula
Committee.
For instance, Math 11 and 12
— Calculus I and II, respectively
— will be renamed as Math 32
and 34, respectively.
These changes will take effect
in the fall 2012 semester.

News

Africana Studies Task Force report offers
three courses of action
TASK FORCE

continued from page 1

is unusual to release a task force
report to the public.
“I thought that a number of
students were requesting it and
making a very big deal about
a document that I didn’t think
said anything that they couldn’t
see,” Berger-Sweeney said.
“When there was so much controversy over it, it didn’t seem
worthwhile to spend time fighting about a task force report that
was done, rather than me actually moving forward and doing
my job.”
The task force report gives
a critique of Africa in the New
World, an interdisciplinary program that offers a minor for
Tufts students.
The report states that the program’s course offerings are inadequate and that Tufts should
establish an introductory gateway course for all minors in the
program.
The report also emphasizes that Tufts is behind similar
institutions in offering Africana
studies. 				
“Tufts University is currently
falling behind while its peers
push forward in developing
Africana studies at their institutions,” the report states.
It outlines three recommendations that the university could
follow to address these weaknesses but does not definitively
say which one is best. The first
scenario, proposed by Clark
and Wollensack, described how
the university could create an
Africana studies department.
The second, supported by
a group of faculty, suggested
establishing “an Africana program, or a broader based racial,
ethnic studies program with a
track in Africana studies, with
a major and a minor but not
necessarily with the full accompaniments of a department.”
The final suggestion, presented by one faculty mem-

TEX to celebrate its second installment tonight
TEX

continued from page 1

tue of having ideas in unique
arrangements and being able
to apply different theoretical
frameworks to a lot of different
subject areas.”
Perlstein will return as
emcee tonight with Katie
Greenman, a senior who presented a talk last year.
Perlstein said that while
choosing the speakers out of
the application pool was challenging, the TEX organizers
strived to create a strong, wellrounded group of 10 speakers
representing diverse interests.
Senior Maia Majumder,
whose talk is titled “Theta +
Pi = ?”, will be presenting her
ideas about how theory and
practice are emphasized differently in various types of
education.
“A lot of my talk is about the
difference between the theory
that is very much emphasized
in a liberal arts education and
the practice that is very much
emphasized in engineering
education,” Majumder, the
only engineer presenting a
talk, said.
“Theta” stands for theory
while “pi” stands for practice,
Majumder explained.
Sophomore James Sagan
will present a talk titled, “What
is happiness, really?” and will
investigate the foundations of
happiness.
“I think happiness has been
immune from scrutiny for so

long,” Sagan said. “It’s been
held as an ideal not to be
touched, and I want to take
down that boundary and sort
of investigate what it really is
and whether we can strive for
it or not.”
Sagan hopes to challenge
the audience’s beliefs about
happiness.
“My hope in my talk is … to
be a caricature of myself, as
an extreme skeptic of everything,” Sagan said. “I hope to
upset the audience in a sense,
or at least to be provocative
and to question some of their
beliefs.”
Other student speakers
will ask “Is TV gay enough?”,
“Should you be going on your
service trip?”, “Which corporation are you a citizen of?” and
“How do you change society?”
The student presentations will
accompany talks by Associate
Professor of Psychology Sam
Sommers, Assistant Professor
of Pediatrics at Tufts Medical
School
Naomi
Steiner,
Senior Assistant Director of
Admissions Daniel Grayson
and Meron Langsner, who
received his Ph.D. in drama at
Tufts earlier this year.
Perlstein hopes that the
talks will generate dialogue on
issues that students might not
have previously considered.
“We’re just trying to spark
new conversations and open
people up to ideas and questions that they wouldn’t have
had access to otherwise,” he
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said.
TEX organizers are trying to
ensure that there is adequate
time after the event to allow
continued discussion.
“We’ve booked all of the
downstairs area of Cabot as
well, so we’re hoping to have all
of the speakers be really available after the event,” Perlstein
said. “There isn’t really a Q&A
between all of the speakers ...
but over the course of the evening, we’re going to have a lot
more access to the speakers
and we’re hoping to even have
an online platform for the discussion to be continued after
Tuesday.”
Majumder hopes that after
the event the audience will
ask her details on how to best
implement her ideas.
“A lot of what I’m looking
forward to is the questions that
the audience will have about
the practical piece,” she said.
“I think that just by design,
this forum is really intended
for us to talk about our ideas,
not so much the implementation of those ideas.”
Perlstein hopes that bringing members of the university
together in this type of forum
will lead to new discoveries
and innovations.
“We all know that when we
come together, we’re greater
than the sum of our parts,” he
said. “If we don’t have access
to each other, we don’t get
there. So that’s what TEX is all
about.”

Scott Tingley/Tufts Daily

Dean of Arts and Sciences Joanne Berger-Sweeney announced her decision to create a race and ethnic studies program earlier this semester.
Plans for the program stemmed from a report by the Africana Studies
Task Force which was released last week.
ber, involved the creation of a
Center for Africana Studies.
The report recommended
that the university re-evaluate
whatever new entity it establishes every five years.
Berger-Sweeney announced
in a Sept. 14 letter to the
Tufts community that the
university would embark on
the creation of a comparative
race and ethnicity program,
which would offer a major in
Africana studies.
This letter states that BergerSweeney formed a faculty work-

ing group that will focus on the
future of this program. Since this
announcement, students have
entered negotiations with university administrators regarding
the future of the program.
The university agreed to allow
student participation in the faculty working group.
It also consented to hire three
tenure-track faculty in existing departments. These faculty
members will teach courses
geared towards Africana studies
within the new race and ethnic
studies program.

Teaching kitchen could supplement academics, athletics
KITCHEN

continued from page 1

equipment replaced,” Klos
said. “We thought there were a
lot of opportunities in having
Dining [Services] taking a lead
role here.”
Boulud said that the limited storage space in dorms
for cooking tools and ingredients makes the shared cooking
space for students a necessity.
“Are we expecting students to
keep pots, pans, spatulas, in
their dorm rooms? That is not
very logical,” Boulud said.
The planned kitchen will
likely have appliances, utensils
and basic cooking items for students’ use, Klos said, though
students can also use any of
their own cooking implements
in the kitchen.
According to the current plan,
the kitchen will occupy the space
currently used by the Media
Advocacy Board Lab in Curtis
Hall, Guzman said. The construction of the new space will take
place in tandem with the general
renovations of the hall.
The planned space is
approximately 1,000 square
feet, Kapelman said, though
the sketches have yet to be
finalized.
The next step for the project
will be to obtain an estimate
of the cost from a construction
company so that fundraising
can begin.
“We’re right now in a hold-

ing pattern. We’re putting
together a list of everything we
need. But really, we’re waiting
to know what it is going to cost
so we can go out there [and
fundraise],” Kapelman said.
He foresees a lot of interest in the project from prospective contributors and has
already received a few donation pledges. Going forward,
Kapelman and Guzman will
look to corporations as well as
individuals for donations.
Boulud said that in addition
to its purely culinary application, the kitchen could be
used for other academic purposes, including by physics,
chemistry and nutrition classes or by courses through the
Experimental College.
The Culinary Society could
also use the kitchen for events
and community service projects.
Boulud added that the
Athletics Department has
expressed interest in using the
kitchen for a program for athletes on nutrition and cooking.
Kapelman said that the kitchen
could also create an important
connection between the faculty and students. “Imagine your
last class, your professor says
let’s do a cookout. Or if you’re
taking Japanese the professor
could say, let’s go to the kitchen and have a Japanese food
class,” Kapelman said. “These
are all things that the kitchen
would allow.”
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SigEp remains active despite
challenges of homelessness
by

Kacey Rayder | Insult to Injury

The weather
outside is
frightful…

Hannah Fingerhut
Contributing Writer

When extensive damages from a Senior
Week party drove Walnut Hill Properties to
decline Sigma Phi Epsilon (SigEp) an extension on the lease to its house, the brothers
returning to campus this semester did not
take it lightly.
“It was pretty embarrassing,” SigEp
President Stephen Gurdo, a senior, said. “We
had seen similar things happen on a much
smaller scale…[but] we ran into trouble when
the people that [damaged the house] left right
after because they were graduating.”
Seven brothers who had planned to live
in the fraternity’s former property on Curtis
Avenue scrambled to find a room for the year,
and SigEp was charged with footing the bill
for the required repairs.
In the short term, everything worked out.
The displaced students found housing on
and off campus, and the graduated members
of the fraternity responsible for the damage
agreed to raise the necessary funds. Now,
SigEp’s leadership says, the goal is to reestablish the fraternity’s reputation and its presence on campus, putting the past behind
them as they navigate the logistical and
effects of losing its physical base.
“It was kind of tough at first,” Gurdo said.
“People were hesitant to put in a lot of effort.
They kind of felt like giving up.”
“We’ve all had to just accept what happened and move forward,” junior Will Yu, Vice
President of Recruitment, said. “Everyone
has decided that ‘I’m not going to let SigEp
hide in the shadows.’”
Gurdo, whose term as president ends midDecember, is trying to leave the chapter in
the best position possible.
“It’s been a lot of working with the administration and updating our policies and bylaws, just trying to do what we need to do to
make ourselves a better fraternity,” he said.
The work will pay off, according to
Director of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Su
McGlone.
“This is an opportunity for them to
strengthen the chapter and focus on themselves,” she said.
Recruitment in the future will be especially
more difficult without a property on campus
now.
“Not having a house means it’s really
hard for the community, especially younger members, to realize who we are,” junior
Mike McCarthy, SigEp Vice President of
Programming said. “We’re just not out there
as much.”
“We were debating whether or not we were
going to do the fall rush,” Yu said. “But we
decided that we were going to push for it.”
This fall, seven new brothers joined the
SigEp fraternity.
“They don’t care that we don’t have a

D
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SigEp carves pumpkins with East Somerville Elementary School first graders last month as part
of their philanthropy efforts. The fraternity is working to re-establish their presence on campus,
and their internal stability, after the lease on their former house was not renewed this year.
house,” Gurdo said of the new brothers.
“They just want to be involved with us.”
Despite the successful fall rush, the challenge of spring and future recruitments is
impending.
“We’re really trying to stress spring recruitment as much as possible,” McCarthy said.
“Without a house, we’re worried about what
sort of numbers we’re going to get.”
Even without a house, the chapter is doing
their best to remain active in philanthropy,
brotherhood development and recruitment.
“We’re trying to really step up in terms of
philanthropy this semester,” McCarthy said.
The chapter volunteered at East Somerville
Elementary School in October, carving
pumpkins with first graders for Halloween.
Most recently, the SigEp brothers participated in the Walk to Defeat ALS last
Sunday, raising funds to donate to the ALS
Association.
In addition to philanthropy events, Yu said,
the chapter has also revamped their website
to feature their efforts more in detail.
McCarthy added that ensuring the sense
of brotherhood amongst the fraternity’s
members has proved difficult.
“It’s a lot harder to keep the brotherhood
together as a whole,” he said. “Brotherhood
development has really had to step it up.”
McCarthy specified that his goal for this fall
semester was to do as much as possible
through programming to foster a sense of
togetherness.
“It’s upsetting [that] we don’t have that
common area that people know they can
always go to regardless of if there’s anything
planned,” Gurdo said.
Despite the challenge of finding a location,

the chapter has been active internally with
chapter meetings every week and frequent
brotherhood events, one of which included
celebrating Tufts’ Homecoming with their
fellow brothers and alumni, as well as a weekend trip to Belmont Firearms and Range.
“I think just the fact that everyone has
really come together has been a really good
reflection of what SigEp stands for,” Yu said.
“We’re still very much interacting with one
another, and still very cohesive as a group.”
The fraternity is working to obtain a new
property to house its membership, Gurdo
said.
In addition to paying the bill for the damages, he explained, the chapter must present
documents to the administration by Dec. 1,
which encompass the fraternity’s plans for
continuous development, building maintenance and how they would handle a similar
situation if it were to repeat in the future.
McGlone said that if SigEp continues their
efforts to reevaluate their priorities and grow
as a community, she is willing to work with
them regarding housing in the future.
“I do recognize the challenging position
that they’re in right now, but I think they’re
ready to do all the things they need to do
… if they continue to work with me on
that, I’m going to be able to help support
them and we’ll be able to work with Walnut
Hill.”
Although Gurdo said this will not guarantee the fraternity housing, McGlone said that
SigEp is taking steps in the right direction.
“I’ve really enjoyed working with them
this year,” she said. “ [But] I do not think you
need a house to be a strong fraternity. They
have been able to be successful without it.”

Sartorial students dress the part
Approaches to fashion on an undergrad campus
by

Melissa MacEwen

Daily Editorial Board

From Vera Wang to vintage, Gucci to
garage sale, Tufts students represent
all points on the fashion spectrum. But
at the end of the day, does the average
Jumbo care enough about their clothing to project a personal “image?”
Junior Samuel Ross said he only
needs two minutes to get dressed.
“That’s the amount of time it takes to
put on clothes,” he said.
Some more sartorially minded
Jumbos, like senior Clinton Oxford,
approach fashion as an art form.
When asked how much time he typically spends getting dressed, Oxford
laughed.
“Too much. Like, at least half an hour.
Not including the time I’m thinking the
night before,” he said. Like most other
students, Oxford said that he dresses
primarily for himself.
“I think [my style] reveals that I’m

a pretty thoughtful person, very interested in aesthetics and surroundings,”
he said.
On a day-to-day basis, though, physical and psychological comfort — rather
than boundary pushing — tends to reign
over most students’ fashion choices.
“I like to think I have a ‘look’ that’s
not particularly trendy but is still current,” sophomore Micaela Mullee said,
showing off her skinny jeans and cardigan and menswear staples.
Similarly, with his flannel, sweater
and jean ensembles, Ross prefers a tidy
look that doesn’t distract from his personality.
“I like the classic standards,” he said.
“I don’t want anything crazy.”
Junior Michael Richard, who has
gained modest campus fame for pairing virtually all of his outfits with one of
two sweatshirts, said that he has avoided cultivating a “look” when it comes to
see FASHION, page 4

Justin McCallum/Tufts Daily

Junior Devin Merullo poses for Sartorial Scene.

ear readers,
As I write this week’s column I’m
marveling about the weather; it
is quite the beautiful day outside. Not only is it unseasonably warm,
it’s also sunny. Who could ask for a better
day? I must admit, I am biased — fall is
my favorite season. This column, in case
you haven’t already guessed, is about the
lovely weather of Boston. That wonderful entity that graces us with snow one
weekend and perfect beach days the
next. My feelings about the weather here
are aptly summed up by the term “lovehate relationship.”
I say that this column is only about
the weather of Boston because, to those
of you unfamiliar with the nonsensical
weather patterns of Massachusetts, once
you leave Boston the weather could be
completely different. It may be raining
on one side of the highway, and snowing on the other. I have actually seen
this happen, so I know for a fact that
such crazy weather does exist. Likewise,
once you enter Western Massachusetts,
you could be faced with a whole new
can of weather worms. Therefore, I’m
confining my gripes to Boston. I’d be
writing a novel if I decided to discuss
“Massachusetts weather” as a whole.
Like anybody else, I love when we have
those nice warm spells late in the fall. I’m
a fan of warm weather, but not sweltering heat and humidity, so the fall crispness never fails to brighten my mood.
When we get those odd 70-degree days
in November, there’s usually no humidity
tagging along, which makes the weather
all the more enjoyable.
When we have snow in October,
though, I get grumpy. I no longer hail
the unusual weather patterns of the state
that once brought me warm, sunny days.
Now, I have to bundle up — if I even have
winter clothes in my closet. Not many
people are prepared for snow in October,
for good reason — you generally don’t
expect to have snow in October. Neither
should you expect to have snow into the
end of April. By the time winter is finally
over — approximately the end of May — I
am in a fragile mental state — I may go
insane if I see one more snowflake fall
from the sky. Snow is great, for the first
few storms. After that it becomes a nuisance, and it looks gross in the city. The
snow here will turn from white to brown
in less than 24 hours. Once it ceases to be
pretty, it really serves no purpose.
To compare weather patterns within
the state, I’ll give you some examples
of Boston weather versus weather in
my hometown. Generally, Boston is 10
degrees warmer in the summertime than
Chatham, Mass. In the winter, Chatham
feels to me to be about ten degrees
warmer than Boston. As you may infer,
Chatham doesn’t get much snow. It gets
slush and freezing rain, and if we are
lucky enough to get snow, it melts within
eight hours. There is a strange weather
line located exactly over the Cape Cod
Canal that changes all forecasted snow
to rain during the wintertime. I kid you
not; the next time we have a storm, check
the radar. You’ll see it. I dislike snow,
but slush is even worse. In that respect,
Boston winters, though colder, are definitely more enjoyable than Cape Cod
winters.
What would be really nice though is
having no winter at all. I’m looking for a
place to live that basically has an eternal
autumn. I have yet to find this magnificent fantasyland. Readers, if you know
where it may be located, drop me an
email. I don’t bite. Now go enjoy the sun
— while it lasts.
Kacey Rayder is a junior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Kacey.
Rayder@tufts.edu.
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Jumbo sartorial scene covers all bases
FASHION

continued from page 3

his wardrobe.
“Unless slightly depressed college kid
is a look…” he said.
It’s easy to take this casual approach
on the Hill, but School of the Museum
of Fine Arts (SMFA) dual-degree student
Natasha Jessen-Petersen, a senior, said
she dresses differently depending on
whether or not she plans to go downtown for an SMFA class.
“You get judged more for what you’re
wearing at the SMFA,” she said. Once,
she added, she was mocked while at the
SMFA for “looking like a Tufts student”
in her Ralph Lauren sweater.
Cultural norms also play an influence. Sophomore Josette West said that
when she came to the East Coast from
Minnesota, she found that her Midwest
duds weren’t quite in line with the
more upscale dress that defines East
Coast fashion.
“In Minnesota, everyone wears a
fleece and jeans,” West said. “When I
came here, I tried to upgrade my wardrobe. Now I’ve started to develop my
own sense of fashion,” she said.
“If I’m going to give a presentation in
class … I try to look put together. But
I try to do that anyway, so it’s not a big
leap,” West added.
While students at The Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy may pull out the
bowtie or pencil skirt before they attend
lectures, undergraduates at Tufts need
not feel pressure to dress “professionally” for the benefit of their professors,
Professor of Philosophy George Smith
said. Students’ approaches to fashion,
he explained, don’t generally influence
the professional respect they hold for
their pupils. If Smith does notice a
student’s clothes, he said, it was only
in cases where the student stood out
because of contrast with his or her
classmates.
“I’ll often ask them who they’re interviewing with,” he said of formally dressed
students.
Smith recalled his experience as an
undergraduate at Yale University, when

he was required to wear a coat and tie
to all of his freshman classes. It was only
after the Vietnam War, Smith said, that
professors would even consider wearing jeans to class — even if students had
been doing so for a while.
“Students gained a great deal of control over their own lives,” he said when
asked about the cause of this shift.
Professor of English John Fyler said
that although he has noticed female
students dressing more fashionably than
they used to, it didn’t matter to him as a
professor making academic or professional assessments.
“It’s different from a professional
school, like a law or business school,
where there’s an emphasis placed on
dressing well,” he said.
Despite the relaxed pressure of an
undergraduate campus, Oxford says, he
feels far from unique in holding himself
to a higher standard.
“Every week I’m pretty pleased with
people walking around campus,” he
said. “We have some innovative dressers on campus. I’m pretty inspired by
them.”
This isn’t limited to his peers, though.
“Professors, too,” Oxford added.
Some students only really feel the
need to dress up for work-related reasons, whether that involved wearing
a collared shirt in place of a T-shirt
or taking an extra few minutes in the
morning.
For example, junior Eliza Ziegler, who
is a hostess at The Foundry on Elm in
Somerville, said that she does dress up
for her job despite having some mixed
feelings about it.
“It’s a requirement. I wouldn’t say that
I enjoy it. It kind of makes me feel bad
because it makes me fully realize that
part of my job is to look good and be …
attractive to customers,” she said.
Ziegler also brought up the opposing challenges she faced when choosing
what to wear.
“I guess there’s a sort of dichotomy
between being tough as a girl and embracing your sexuality by wearing something
like a low-cut shirt,” she said.

All photos by Justin McCallum/Tufts Daily

Clockwise from top left: Sophomore Alvaro Genie, Associate Professor of Philosophy Lionel
McPherson, senior Caroline Wilkes and senior Amalia Toro.

The Department of Romance Languages is pleased to invite you to

Round Table on

“Félicie de Fauveau:
Sculpture, Gender, Politics,
& Romanticism”
Wednesday November 16, 2011
6:00-8:00 pm
Olin Center, Room 011
Reception to follow in Laminan Lounge
Speakers:
• Jacques de Caso, Professor Emeritus of Art History,
University of California, Berkeley & co-curator of the
inaugural exhibition of Fauveau’s works at the
Historial de la Vendée and the Musée d’Orsay, Paris
• Alison Yarrington, Dean of the Faculty of Arts &
Sciences & Professor of Art History, University of Hull,
England
• Moderated by Professor Cristelle Baskins, Tufts
University

This event is sponsored by the Dean’s Fund, Toupin Fund, Art History
Department, International Literary & Visual Studies, and Women’s Studies.
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Restaurant Review

Mooo…. dresses up steakhouse
experience with cosmopolitan charm
by

Rachel Ison

Contributing Writer

As you can probably tell by
its name, Mooo…. is a steakhouse. But it’s not just any

Mooo....
Street Address: 15 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02108
Phone Number: (617) 6702515
Price Range ($-$$$$): $$$$
steakhouse. Mooo.… boasts
the title of the best steakhouse in Boston as rated
by Boston Magazine, and is
reputably one of the city’s
50 best restaurants of 2011.
This is something to which I
can personally attest.
Just a five-minute walk
from Park Street Station,
Mooo.… is situated inside
the swanky XV Beacon
Hotel. It is contemporary,
yet classic, sophisticated,
yet young. One whole wall
displays the restaurant’s
extensive wine collection,

while the rest of the venue
exhibits clean lines and
cool colors. Grand light fixtures hang above each table
and square pillars interrupt
the vast space of the dining

room. Interesting photos of
cows adorn the walls, which
I found to be a bit unnerving, since I wasn’t too keen
on being reminded of the
farm animal I was about to

Movie Review

Alex Hanno

Daily Staff Writer

With successes like “Mystic River”
(2003) and “Letters from Iwo Jima”
(2006), critics and fans have come

J. Edgar
Starring Leonardo DiCaprio,
Armie Hammer, Naomi Watts
Directed by Clint Eastwood
to expect a lot from director Clint
Eastwood. Thus, the hype surrounding “J. Edgar” was nothing less
than lofty. Sadly, this time around,
Eastwood disappointed, as the John
Edgar Hoover biopic failed to meet its
expectations.
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as founding FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
in a biographic tale of his rise to
glory and eventual moral decline.
Skipping back and forth in time in
the form of a narrated biography,
the film begins in Hoover’s youth,
depicting the Oedipal relationship
shared with his mother ( Judi Dench)
as he strives to make a mark within
the U.S. Department of Justice. The
film follows Hoover as his notoriety
increases over time, portraying his
hunt for communists throughout the
’20s, his movement to end the gang
wars of the ’30s and his overall lifelong effort to build up the FBI and
protect the United States from radical forces.
A majority of Hoover’s important
relationships are explored throughout the film, including that of his
long-time secretary Helen Gandy
(Naomi Watts) and his closeted relationship with Associate FBI Director
Clyde Tolson (Armie Hammer). Much
of the film is dedicated to Hoover’s
final years, touching on his feud with
civil rights leaders and illustrating
the general decline in respect he and

eat. Regardless, the interior
is truly beautiful.
Mooo.… is somewhat
unique as a steakhouse in
see MOOO, page 6

Gallery Review

Eastwood’s shallow ‘J.
Edgar’ disappoints
by

Ashley Seenauth/Tufts Daily

Mooo.... is hands-down one of Boston’s best steakhouses.

the Bureau came to face.
“J. Edgar” was not a bland movie.
In fact, it had quite a bit going on —
too much, perhaps. The problem was
that, although much of “J. Edgar”
was done well, much more was done
very poorly.
The film’s main issue presents itself
in its basic narrative structure. Some
movies can successfully jump through
time to tell a biographical story, but
“J. Edgar” fails to pull it off. In trying
to hit on too many points, it produces
an incomprehensive, confusing and
thematically incoherent piece.
Nothing in “J. Edgar” is overly subtle. The blatant, and even obnoxious,
depiction of Hoover’s erotic relationsee J. EDGAR, page 6

MCT

Leonardo DiCaprio’s performance is one of
the only strong components of ‘J. Edgar.’

MFA explores
Aphrodite’s
many guises
by

William Owen

Daily Staff Writer

“Aphrodite and the Gods of Love”
is on view at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (MFA) through February

Aphrodite and the Gods of Love
At the Torf Gallery, 184, through
Feb. 20
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
465 Huntington Avenue
617-267-9300
2012. The exhibit beautifully pieces
together representations of the goddess of love and beauty from a variety of ancient civilizations. The most
prominent medium represented is
sculpture, but the exhibit also boasts
pottery, frescoes, jewelry and small
figurines. The works on view largely
hail from the MFA’s Classical holdings, and are cohesively presented
despite their diversity in media, era
and cultural association.
The first works presented are
of Aphrodite’s ancestors and are
the oldest objects in the exhibit.
Goddesses of the Near East, Egypt
and Cyprus, who would later evolve
into Aphrodite in the ancient Greek
civilization, are represented in startlingly old, small limestone sculptures and in bronze jewelry pieces.
“Head of a female goddess or
priestess wearing a high headdress,”
a limestone Cypriot sculpture (sixth
or early fifth century BC), is the
largest and most eye-catching of the
ancestors. The figure wears ornate
jewelry and a crown, has almond
shaped eyes, high cheekbones and
a wide smile. These features are
more common in Eastern art traditions than in the Greco-Roman
see APHRODITE, page 6

Alexandria Chu | Hit Li(s)t

Las Vegas
debauchery

T

aking indulgence to a new level, let’s
venture into the world of drug-addled,
paranoia-fueled hysteria. It’s Vegas, baby.
Author: Hunter S. Thompson
Title: “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A
Savage Journey to the Heart of the American
Dream” (1972)
Number of Pages: 204 in the 1998 Vintage
Edition
Out Now: “The Rum Diary” (2011)
“Las Vegas” translates to “pure insanity”
in our cultural lingo. Anything can happen
there, and what could possibly go wrong in a
place built on adult fantasies?
“Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas” encapsulates the mythos of this desert city. Based
loosely on true events, the story started off
as a caption assignment for Sports Illustrated
before it morphed into a serially published
story for Rolling Stone.
On the one hand, “Fear and Loathing”
is a book of excess. Given the characters’
infamous trunk full of LSD, ether, cocaine,
alcohol, mescaline and cannabis, it’s easy to
get lost in the fantastical nature of the plot.
But, on a deeper level, the heartbreakingly
poignant tale utilizes excess to examine a pair
of greater themes: the death of the American
Dream and the inability of history to reflect
truth. Thompson uses his narrative to show
the helplessness of a generation, as he seems
to seek some sort of solace and escape from
the hardships of being human. The title of the
novel captures both the surface and deeper
aspects of Thompson’s story.
Like Thompson’s, our era is at a crossroads.
From the relative peace and prosperity of
the ’80s and ’90s, we are currently in an economic downturn and constantly questioning
America’s place in an international forum.
How will the United States fit in with rising
superpowers?
Additionally, pop culture seems to prove
that we’re raising the bar for excess and
debauchery with each passing year. Check
out any new music video: Our level of tolerance for shock-value continues to escalate. It’s
frightening when third graders know all the
words to Ke$ha’s “Blah Blah Blah.” It’s even
more scary that Ke$ha is famous for being a
hot mess and that, somehow, that title has
become a compliment.
At risk of sounding preachy, I’ll stop here
and urge you to turn to “Fear and Loathing”
for more on the subject. Thompson’s masterpiece is sure to ring truthful: It implements
his own invention of gonzo journalism, which
mixes journalism and fictional story-telling.
The author’s own life provides apt inspiration for his misfit characters. Born in Kentucky,
Thompson always stood out. After joining the
Air Force, he was discharged essentially for
being too rebellious.
As a journalist, Thompson lived the lives
of his subjects. His first hit, “Hell’s Angels:
The Strange and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw
Motorcycle Gangs” (1966), involved being
in the gangs themselves. His body of work
includes 18 books, countless articles and even
photography. In addition, the movie “Where
the Buffalo Roams” (1980) centers around
Thompson, played by Bill Murray.
Thompson’s works are as much a focus in
the film industry as the author himself. “Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas” (1998) was transformed into a cult hit by Terry Gilliam, with
Johnny Depp and Benicio Del Toro. Depp also
stars in “The Rum Diary” (2011), in theaters
now, which depicts Thompson’s novel of the
same name.
Thompson was a unique, albeit troubled
individual whose life and tales are perfect for
silver screen adaptations. At the same time,
Thompson was a thoughtful and talented writer. One of my favorite stories of Thompson is
the fact that he copied Fitzgerald’s “The Great
Gatsby” (1925) and Hemingway’s “A Farewell
to Arms” (1929) word-for-word on his typewriter in order to hone his craft. Thompson’s
personality reflects the dichotomy of “Fear and
Loathing” and the nature of our own time.
Alexandria Chu is a junior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Alexandria.
Chu@tufts.edu.
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Mooo…. makes
for satiating
evening
MOOO

continued from page 5

MCT

‘J. Edgar’ explores J. Edgar Hoover’s politics and sexuality, but with limited success.

‘J. Edgar’ awash in mediocrity and major faults
J. EDGAR

continued from page 5

ships with his mother and Tolson — neither of which were ever confirmed — hits
the audience over the head, leaving too
little to the imagination. Furthermore,
instead of allowing viewers to react naturally to scenes, awkwardly placed angelic
music seems to cue forced emotional
responses.
“J. Edgar” also sorely lacks character
development. Though Hoover, who is
developed to the fullest, is the exception
to this rule, he stands in contrast to each
of the film’s supporting characters. This
bevy of one-dimensional performances
makes for far-from-intriguing cinema.
The staleness of the film’s characters
could be overlooked if Hoover’s presence had been enjoyable, but the protagonist presented to the audience is
neither likable nor pitiable. Plenty of
films have leads that are despicable on
some level, but still likable — we have
to like them, or our viewing experience
is just unpleasant. The Hoover seen here

is lying, friendless and rude. His only
redeeming quality seems to be that he
loves America more than most people —
certainly far more than we love him.
That said, DiCaprio does his best
with the material presented to him.
Aside from his sad attempt at imitating
Hoover’s accent, DiCaprio manages to
entertain the audience throughout the
film’s entirety.
But the shining star of “J. Edgar” is
newcomer Armie Hammer. His flamboyant portrayal of Clyde Tolson is humorous, charming and moving — by far the
movie’s best piece.
Surprisingly, “J. Edgar” has quite a bit
of humor. In fact, its comedic aspect is
one of the film’s strong points. Though
most funny moments emerge in scenes
between Hammer and DiCaprio, each
of the supporting actors gets a laugh
or two. Whether or not humor is out of
place amid the intensity and seriousness of Hoover’s life, however, is another
question entirely.
The film does undoubtedly succeed in

the visual realm. Filmed with a slightly
gray tint, the somewhat drab setting
and costumes feel appropriate for the
movie’s tone. The grim aesthetics truly
root the audience in the era of the Great
Depression. The dark environment’s contrast with the actors’ pale hues presents a
consistent and appealing artistic feel.
The visual highlight, though, is “J.
Edgar’s” expert use of prosthetic makeup, which Eastwood chose to use instead
of casting different actors to play the
lead characters in their old age. His call
was a risk, considering the scope of the
makeup needed, but that risk paid off
— the actors are seamlessly and impressively transformed into elderly versions
of themselves.
“J. Edgar” was not a mediocre film
because it lacked material to criticize or
compliment; it possessed major highlights, but major faults as well. What
many expected to be an Oscar favorite
this year appears to be one of Eastwood’s
biggest critical failures. Even so, “J.
Edgar” does have its moments.

‘Aphrodite’ boasts variety of beautiful works
Aphrodite

continued from page 5

traditions, examples of which dominate
the exhibit.
“Aphrodite” features an impressive
collection of Greek ceramics in the classic red-figure technique common during the Classical period in Athens. One
display case has pottery used during
marriage-related rituals. “Bathing vessel

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

‘Statuette of Aphrodite Emerging from the
Sea’ is one of the many beautiful works featured in the MFA exhibit, contributed to the
collection by the Henry Lillie Pierce Fund.

with a bridal procession” (450-425 BC),
is a particularly arresting piece, with its
high-climbing slender stem and continuous visual narrative of an ancient Greek
wedding along its sides.
As the gallery’s wall text explains, “the
history of the female nude in Western art
starts with Aphrodite.” Gorgeous nude
sculptures of the goddess in a range
of sizes dot the room. The precision
and mastery of each nude sculpture are
incredible.
One work of interest is “Aphrodite
(Capitoline Type),” a Roman marble
sculpture from the Imperial period (second century AD). Despite the fact that the
sculpture’s head and extremities are lost,
the stunning curvature of Aphrodite’s
body is revealed in the work.
Another highlight in the exhibition
is “Sleeping Hermaphrodite,” from the
Roman Imperial period (1st century BC).
Hermaphrodite was the child of Hermes
and Aphrodite, and was born with a body
of both male and female characteristics.
The sculpture’s back resembles the feminine and slender backs of the exhibit’s
other pieces, but the other side of the
sleeping figure reveals Hermaphrodite’s
breasts and male genitalia.
“Sleeping Hermaphrodite” bespeaks
the period’s acceptance, or at least
acknowledgement, of androgyny and is
one of the most captivating pieces in the
exhibit.
The exhibition also has many frescoes that are well integrated among the
more sculptural artworks that dominate
the exhibit. These frescoes are gorgeous
depictions of the deities, mostly from the
Roman Imperial period.
“The Three Graces,” made in Pompeii
during the first to second century AD,
depicts the daughters of Zeus, who
doubled as Aphrodite’s handmaidens.
The three slender, nude bodies are set

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

‘The Bartlett Head’ is a beautiful example of
the Greek figural tradition, a Francis Bartlett
Donation of 1900.
against a background of lush vegetation,
and their arms are sensually interlocked.
Another work, “Cupid and Psyche,” a
Roman fresco (45-79 AD), is one of the
earliest known depictions of kisses in
Western art.
“Aphrodite and the Gods of Love” is
an absolute must-see. The MFA’s phenomenally presented exhibit unifies art
from varying time periods and cultures
behind the perennial allure of one goddess.

that it also serves breakfast,
brunch and lunch, as well as
dinner. So if steak and a glass
of wine are not appealing to
you, I suggest heading over
in the morning for Belgian
waffles or wild mushroom frittatas. Because the restaurant
is quite pricey, I would recommend it for special occasions
or a very elegant date. For
those looking for just a taste of
the food without the hefty bill,
order a drink and snack from
the bar menu and enjoy the
classy atmosphere.
During my visit, our table
was served complimentary
bread rolls, which set the tone
for the rest of the meal. They
were freshly baked and still
warm, and with each bite their
buttery glaze melded with the
sweet heaviness of the dough.
Though delicious, they were
also very filling.
Soon after we devoured the
bread, the appetizers arrived.
The baby beets and Vermont
goat cheese salad was probably my favorite dish of the
entire meal. The creamy tartness of the goat cheese perfectly accented the sweet flavoring of the beets. The other
appetizer was a classic Caesar
salad with lettuce that had a
satisfactory crunch, while the
tuna tartare was very refreshing and not too heavy.
For my entree, I ordered
the petit filet mignon cooked
medium rare with a side dish
of wild mushroom risotto. The
filet came, complete with bone
marrow butter, beautifully
arranged on the plate. With a
dab of butter on the morsel of
meat, each bite was exquisite,
succulent and tender.
As I savored each bite, my
temporal muscles were happy
not to be forced into the
usual routine of masticating
dry, tough beef. I enjoyed my
risotto, but I found it to be a
smidge too salty for my liking, though it was incredibly
flavorful.
The other side dish on the
table comprised of truffled parmesan fries, which were truly
too good for words. No French
fry was too soggy or too crisp;
all had the perfect consistency
and featured a light but flavorful parmesan seasoning. Be
warned: They are dangerously
addictive.
I was also able to try the linguini and white clams, which was
also a very classic but wonderful
dish — neither too bland, nor too
strongly tasting of seafood.
For dessert, I ordered apple
pie, which was quite possibly the
best apple pie I’ve ever eaten. It
avoided all the usual downfalls
of this classic American treat,
such as being too sweet or too
sour, or too apple-heavy or
apple-scarce. In simple terms, it
was the perfect pie.
At Mooo…. the service is
exceptional, and the dining
experience makes you feel — at
least temporarily — a bit more
sophisticated and a bit more
chic than before you entered
the restaurant.
My only real — if meager
— complaint is that the portions are excessively large. If
you lack self control, like I
do, you will leave the restaurant feeling almost sick with
satiety. But if you don’t mind
committing the sin of gluttony, and you’re looking for
an elegant evening out on the
town, I highly recommend the
best steakhouse in Boston.
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The Daily wants to hear from YOU.
Have a problem with our coverage? Upset
about something happening at Tufts or in the
community?
The Daily welcomes thoughts, opinions and
complaints from all readers — have your
voice heard!

Send op-ed submissions, 600-1,200 words, to
oped@tuftsdaily.com. Send letters to the editor to
editor@tuftsdaily.com.
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A noble effort
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Fraternity houses are stereotypically
viewed as places where students go to
party hard in a crowded basement or living room. The houses at Tufts are much
more than that, serving as the base for
organizations with strong philanthropic
objectives — as anyone who’s recently signed Zeta Beta Tau’s giant ball for
Children’s Hospital Boston can attest.
However, some fraternity brothers
may live up to a negative stereotype, as
members of Sigma Phi Epsilon (SigEp)
can attest. During Senior Week 2011, an
unsanctioned party took place at the
house that resulted in heavy property
damage. But with the seniors who caused
the damage having graduated, their
younger counterparts are dealing with
the fallout.
Walnut Hill Properties, the company
that owned the house, both declined

to extend the fraternity’s lease and
required SigEp to cover the repair bills.
As a result, SigEp is a Tufts fraternity
that has no physical base — but current brothers are trying to restore their
fraternity’s reputation.
The brothers have showed resilience.
Despite the lack of a house, they are
keeping their chapter alive with frequent
meetings and philanthropic events as
they continue to work with Tufts and
Walnut Hill.
Tufts should continue to give its full
support to SigEp at this difficult time.
The Tufts community has just recently
seen how diligence and cooperation can
restore a Greek organization’s reputation.
Delta Tau Delta (DTD) just had its first
party after returning to its 98 Professors
Row address after a six-year absence.
In 2005, a DTD pledging event involv-

ing alcohol nearly became fatal when a
student stopped breathing. As a result,
the fraternity lost university recognition and its charter from the national
organization.
DTD returned to campus during the
2008-2009 academic year and this year
moved back into their old house, in
accordance with university policy regarding re-chartered fraternities and after
waiting for Alpha Epsilon Pi’s lease on 98
Professors Row to end.
By working with the authorities, DTD
finds itself back where it was before its
fall. Given that SigEp’s brothers are not in
nearly as dire a position — the university
did not revoke the organization’s status
— they should continue to show perseverance and work with the university to
work toward restoring their reputation
and hopefully, their housing.

izing ring about it, her frustration with
the state of racial discussion on campus
is well founded.
The term “white privilege,” regardless
of the concept’s veracity, does more for
shutting down conversation about race
on campus than it adds to it. While the
idea itself, that whites often overlook the
role of race in their lives and the lives of
others, is incontrovertible, the term connotes a sort of blessed existence of whites
where hardship is unknown. Obviously,
no one is arguing this. All people struggle
in life on an individual level, but when
we discuss the evils of racism, bias and
bigotry on the whole, we are discussing
a social pattern. Discussion about these
issues is essential, and possibly best done

in a different format than the Daily, like
any of the culture house events, as Samuel
Murray suggests. I would caution however
against the tone used by him in his Nov.
14 op-ed, “Empathy + assimilation = fail!”
which though at times is appropriately
strong, comes off more as callous and
overconfident. While this is perhaps the
tone he aimed for, it makes his suggestion
to go to discussions at the culture houses
hardly an inviting prospect for anyone
less convinced of his opinion than he is. A
discussion with a bit more forgiveness on
both sides would be a welcome relief.

Wes Engel
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Dear Daily,
The recent flurry of op-eds about race
on campus has been interesting to read,
but I believe the authors involved are
largely talking past one another. Such
deaf, yet high-pitched yelling seems to
characterize racial debate at Tufts, and
too often what should be serious discussion breaks down into personal defensiveness. One of the most difficult things
I’ve found about discussing race anywhere, let alone at Tufts, is how thin the
line is between race’s personal and social
dimensions. While Sarah Tralins’ argument for empathy in her Nov. 8 op-ed
“Confronting integration with education,
empathy” has an unfortunately patron-

Sincerely,
Benjamin Van Meter
Class of 2013

Correction
The Nov. 9 article “Senate calls for increased web security” contained errors concerning technological terms. A corrected
version is available online.
The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
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editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
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Blame Congress
by

Austerity
for Italy

Dylan R. Matthews
Harvard Crimson

Like many of those interviewed in
Victoria A. Baena’s excellent Fifteen
Minutes piece on students’ disappointment with the Obama administration, I
remember Election Day, 2008 as one of
unusual euphoria. I was at the College
Democrats’ party in Currier when I heard
that Ohio had been called for Obama,
clinching the election, and promptly
started celebrating like I’d never celebrated before.
I tried unsuccessfully to remember my
mother’s cell phone number and ended
up screaming “WE ELECTED OBAMA”
to some poor Maine woman. I ran to
Winthrop to meet up with old intern
friends from Obama’s primary campaign,
amazed that we had even gotten to the
general election, let alone won it. I may
have had a little bit too drink. It was a
good time.
So I understand, in light of the stillstagnant economy and the deficit brinkmanship of the last year, why people are
disappointed. Obama’s victory was emotionally meaningful, and, given the huge
expectations that win set, discontent is
inevitable. But the right takeaway, I think,
is not that Obama is a failure, but that
major change is really hard, especially in
America, especially for the president, and
especially now.
Suppose that the United States had
a parliamentary system of the kind in
place in most of the developed world.
Let’s suppose that the United States had
no president or Senate, that the speaker of the House operated as a de facto
prime minister, and that Obama had
been swept into that office. Given that
the House, under Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
passed cap-and-trade legislation to fight
global warming and a health care bill
with a public option, it’s fair to say that
Speaker Obama would have gotten that
done as well.
He also likely could have passed initiatives that Pelosi didn’t take up, because
she assumed the Senate would just kill
them. Perhaps he would have passed
more stimulus spending, perhaps campaign finance reform. He would have
done what all parliamentary leaders with
majorities do: Use the power voters gave
him to pass his whole agenda.
But instead of a parliament, the United
States has a system that is designed to
prevent government policy from fully
reflecting the public will. The Founding
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Fathers, as we all learned in high school
civics, were deathly afraid of actual
democracy, and put plenty of veto points
(the president, the Senate, the Supreme
Court, etc.) in the Constitution so as to
prevent it. That Obama could not have
pushed through his whole agenda, like
leaders of other developed democracies
can, is not his fault. It’s James Madison’s.
Some might find this explanation
unsatisfying. Didn’t Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Class of 1904, and Lyndon B. Johnson
pass major legislation under these same
constraints? Yes, but they had two other
things going for them. For one thing,
their Congressional majorities were enormous compared to Obama’s. In 1935,
when Roosevelt signed Social Security
into law, there were 72 Democrats in the
Senate. In 1965, when Johnson signed
the bill creating Medicare, there were 68
Senate Democrats. Obama, by contrast,
had at most 60 Senate Democrats to work
with, and only 59 by the time health care
reform passed.
What’s more, Obama has had to deal
with a de facto 60-vote supermajority
requirement that only emerged in the
past few years. Roosevelt and Johnson
had to deal with a higher bar for breaking
filibusters (67 votes instead of 60), but it
was only with Mitch McConnell’s emergence as Senate Minority Leader in 2007
that the procedure began to be used rou-

tinely to [delay] legislation, and before
1970 it was only really used to delay civil
rights legislation. Indeed, when Johnson
was whipping votes for Medicare, his legislative strategists did not even consider
the possibility that the bill would be filibustered. It was just too absurd an idea.
If you’re going to be disappointed with
someone, then, be disappointed with the
Republicans and moderate Democrats in
Congress who derailed Obama’s agenda.
Talia B. Lavin, one of those disappointed
students quoted in Baena’s article, regrets
that Obama has not done more to curtail
“continual expansion of the power of the
presidency.”
But on domestic policy, the rise of the
filibuster has actually lead to an expansion of Congress’ power and diminishing
of the president’s. And with great power,
as Spider-Man’s Uncle Ben reminds
us, comes great responsibility. Mitch
McConnell may not be “one of us,” but
he is a person with moral agency. Liberals
should start treating him like one. We
can argue for days over what Obama
could have done differently, but there’s
no question that there was plenty that
Congress could have done differently. To
respond to the policy failures McConnell
and his allies create by blaming Obama
is to enable Republicans’, and Congress’s,
effort to duck responsibility for their
actions.
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The finality of last words
by

Francesca Morizio
The Eagle

Steve Jobs’ sister recently revealed
his final words to be, “Oh wow. Oh
wow. Oh wow.”
This sentiment caused a stir as
everyone attempted to read into his
final six syllables.
What was he experiencing? What
does one see in those floating moments
behind life and death? Is the light at
the end of the tunnel deserving of
such strong language?
Perhaps Steve Jobs, being the
incredible showman he was, was well
aware of the media frenzy that would
follow his death. He knew his death
would be monitored as the iPad 2
launch was a few months prior, and he
wanted to leave the world guessing.
I, somehow, have a hard time believing that.
The recently published transcript
of his eulogy given by his sister Mona
Simpson illuminates the man behind
the acid washed jeans, black mock
turtlenecks and his habit of pulling
technology out of mailing envelopes.
Though he built up a company
whose stock is about as successful as
one can be, Steve Jobs tried to stay
grounded. Despite his astronomical
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fame, the words of his sister portray
him deeper than the man who graced
the cover of TIME eight times.
But back to the “Oh wow.”
Why do we care? Why are we so
interested in final words?
Final words are distinctly different from what graces someone’s epitaph. Unless our will is explicit, usually someone else writes those final
words that the world remembers you
by, inscribed on gray marble until
that too crumbles. Final words come
from directly the deceased persons
themselves.
The afterlife, death, the mortality of human existence. Humans are
obsessed with death, whether we like
it or not. But words offer an escape
from the finality of the end. Beauty
will fail, your hair will thin, but words
live on forever.
Shakespeare knew words could live
longer than he ever could. The Bard
has been dead for almost 400 years,
but most high school graduates will
have read something he penned. He’s
part of our collective memory.
Just look at Sonnet 18. The final
couplet reads, “So long as men can
breathe or eyes can see, / So long lives
this and this gives life to thee.”
It could be read as beauty always

being present in the youth, but upon
a close reading we realize that these
final two lines are about the poem
itself.
As long as men can see the print or
someone is able to recite the poem,
the sonnet is alive and well.
Words are what give humans
immortality; our novels live forever in
the Library of Congress and our blog
posts will forever haunt the internet
on servers hidden away in dark basements.
Final words are that last part of a
person we can hold on to, that last
part of themselves that they created.
Words we speak aren’t some projection someone else puts on another
individual. Anything we say is incredibly personal and our words are as
much a part of us as anything else we
create.
“Think different,” Apple’s trademark
slogan, is just as important to us as
our iPods. But the finality of Jobs’ last
six words is what will stay with us.
We lost an amazing innovator last
month, a man who truly changed the
way we talk about technology and
integrate it into our lives.
His legacy is a great one, but he left
us with a new view on the end of our
lives: “Oh wow. Oh wow. Oh wow.”

he euro crisis continued to slug
through Europe last week, as Italian
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi lost a
crucial confidence vote in Parliament
and promptly resigned. Coming on the heels
of the resignation of Greek Prime Minister
George Papandreou, Berlusconi’s resignation
signaled a shift in not only the financial, but
also the political landscape of the Eurozone.
His successor, economist and “senator-forlife” Mario Monti, boldly announced that
he would undertake the rebuilding of Italy’s
entire government in order to restructure the
struggling country’s financial situation. To be
succinct, Italy is the new Greece.
The basic economics of Italy’s debt crisis
closely resemble those of Greece’s. Italy borrowed too much and no longer has the physical currency to pay back its lenders. As I discussed in a previous column, the Eurozone
countries have dealt with and will likely continue to deal with the debt crisis without
the aid of monetary policy. The European
Central Bank (ECB) simply cannot afford
to inject currency into the Eurozone and
weaken the little growth that already exists.
Though the ECB announced it would lower
interest rates, the burden largely remains on
the fiscal policies of the individual countries.
Berlusconi’s last act in power was to oversee the passage of Italy’s planned austerity
measures, which are measures taken by the
government to cut back on spending. This
should come as no surprise; nearly every
country in the Eurozone, from Germany
to Greece, has implemented some form of
austerity. In Germany, austerity measures
were implemented early and effectively. As
a result, Germany’s economy continues to
grow more steadily than the other Eurozone
countries, and certain aspects of the austerity
measures have already been repealed.
However, austerity measures function in
extremely volatile ways. In some cases, like
Ireland, austerity measures were enacted at
the right time, but were ultimately too severe.
Plans to reduce government spending only
served to retard growth, and the Irish economy has stagnated and contracted in the past
few quarters. In other cases, like Greece, it
was just too little, too late.
But why, you might ask, do we see images
of Greeks rioting in the street every month?
The accepted explanation is that Greece has
grown accustomed to what many call a lackadaisical work ethic. Though I refuse to make
any associations about “lazy Greek” stereotypes, let’s take a look at the numbers. Greece
boasts an early retirement age of 55, which is
seven years younger than that of the United
States and 10 years younger than that of
Germany. Greece, like the United States, has
a form of social security designed to ease the
elderly out of the workforce. Greece, however,
allows its citizens to collect these benefits
much earlier, forcing the government and
future generations to make up the difference.
Italy, like Greece, has spent too much on programs like this and can no longer afford to
cover the early retirement of its citizens.
Austerity measures have been received so
harshly because they directly affect the way
of life of a country’s citizens. Imagine waking up tomorrow and being told that you are
expected to spend another 10 years at your
job. You’d be pretty upset, wouldn’t you?
In reality, the people of Greece and Italy
should have been working those extra 10
years all along. Unfortunately, their ineffective governments let them fall into a system
that puts off payment for future generations.
Now the bills are coming in, and the people
are angry.
Austerity measures are crucial in the fight
against the debt crisis, yet they are looked
down upon as a horrible, last-resort plan
of action. Countries should reevaluate their
austerity measures continually, not just in
times of crisis. But for now, let’s just hope that
Italy remains riot free.

Walt Laws-MacDonald is a freshman who has
not yet declared a major. He can be reached at
Walt.Laws_MacDonald@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Doonesbury

Crossword

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

by

Wiley

Monday’s Solution

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Adding excessive bacon strips

Late Night at the Daily
Monday’s Solution

Andrew: They should use some sort of animal
[as the Snitch].
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F a r e s C e n t e r f o r E a s t e r n
M e d i t e r r a n e a n S t u d i e s
Celebrating our 10

t h

Anniversary

“The Arab Spring and the One-State Solution in
Israel/Palestine”

Leila Farsakh

Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Massachusetts, Boston

Leila Farsakh is an Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of
Massachusetts Boston where she teaches courses in International Relations and Middle
East Politics. She is the author of Palestinian Labor Migration to Israel: Labour, Land and
Occupation (Routledge, 2005) and editor of Commemorating the Naksa, Evoking the Nakba (a
special volume of the Electronic Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Spring 2008), as well as
several articles on the political economy of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the one-state
solution. She has worked with a number of international organizations, including the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Paris, and since
2008 has been a senior research fellow at the Center for Development Studies at Birzeit
University, in the West Bank. In 2001, Farsakh won the Peace and Justice Award from the
Cambridge Peace Commission (Cambridge, MA). Farsakh holds a B.A. from the University
of Exeter (UK), an M.Phil from the University of Cambridge (UK), and a Ph.D. from the
University of London.
Co-sponsored by: The Department of Political Science, The International
Relations Program, and The Mediterranean Club

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 at 5:30 pm
Cabot 7th Floor - Tufts University
Open to the Public
Cabot Intercultural Center
160 Packard Avenue
Medford, Massachusetts 02155

http://farescenter.tufts.edu
For more information contact:
Chris Zymaris @ 617.627.6560
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“Israel: Social Revolution and Regional Isolation”
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Joel S. Migdal

Director, Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Program in Near & Middle East Studies and Robert F. Philip Professor of
International Studies, Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies, University of Washington (Seattle)
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Joel Migdal is the Robert F. Philip Professor of International Studies in the University of
Washington’s Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies and Director of the Near
and Middle East Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Program. He was the founding chair of the
University of Washington’s International Studies Program. Migdal was formerly Associate
Professor of Government at Harvard University and Senior Lecturer at Tel-Aviv
University. In 1993, he received the University of Washington’s Distinguished Teaching
Award; in 1994, the Washington State Governor’s Writers Award; in 2006, the Marsha L.
Landolt Distinguished Graduate Mentor Award; and in 2008, the Provost Distinguished
Lectureship. Among his books are Peasants, Politics, and Revolution (Princeton University
Press, 1977); Palestinian Society and Politics (Princeton University Press, 1980); Strong
Societies and Weak States (Princeton University Press, 1988); State in Society (Cambridge
University Press, 2001); Through the Lens of Israel (State University of New York Press,
2001); The Palestinian People: A History (with Baruch Kimmerling, Harvard University Press,
2003); and Boundaries and Belonging (Cambridge University Press, 2004). Migdal received an
M.A. and a Ph.D. from Harvard University.
Co-sponsored by: The Department of Political Science, The International
Relations Program, and The Mediterranean Club

Thursday, November 17, 2011 at 5:30 pm
Mugar 200 - Tufts University
Open to the Public
Cabot Intercultural Center
160 Packard Avenue
Medford, Massachusetts 02155

http://farescenter.tufts.edu
For more information contact:
Chris Zymaris @ 617.627.6560
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Wanted
$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Convenient Cambridge location.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

Wanted
Preschool adjacent to campus is
seeking substitute assistant teachers for full and part-day work; $12/
hour; great kids, great fun! Email
Gale at opencenter@rcn.com with
your availability and experience or
phone at (617)628-3891

Housing
Look Early and Get What You Want.
Three bedrooms, four bedrooms,
five bedrooms, six bedrooms. One
of each – can be used as nine
bedrooms. Convenient to school.
Leases June 1st 2012-May 30th
2013. Call (617)448-6233

Sports
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Housing

Housing

Four bedroom apartment on
Ossipee Road. Available June 1,
2012. Great condition. Call Maria
(781)-942-7625

Housing

4 Bedroom College Ave to Pearl
St. 2 levels, 2 full baths, eat in
kitchen, LR, DR, front and rear
porches - hardwood floors - pkg
$2200. Available June 2012. Call
(781)-983-6398 or email cyndie@
hotmail.com

College Ave, 2nd & 3rd floor, 5
Bedroom, Large & Sunny rooms, walkin closets. Large Kitchen, appliances
included dishwasher, fridge, ect.Parking in Driveway, recently updated.
$2850.00 Avail 6/1/12-5/21/13 Call
Debra Martell- 781 937 3252

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Sailing

Co-ed sailing team falters at season’s final regatta
Successful year ends with a whimper at Atlantic Coast Championship
by

Ann Sloan

Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts co-ed sailing
team had a disappointing
end to a fine fall season this
past weekend, finishing 13th
of 18 teams at the Atlantic
Coast Championship hosted
by Harvard. Roger Williams
came away with the title, 45
points ahead of second-place
Dartmouth. Brown was close
behind in third place with just
276 points.
Windy conditions contributed to Tufts’ inconsistent performance. In the B Division,
senior tri-captain skipper
Massimo Soriano started off
Saturday sailing with freshman
Duncan Swain as his crew. But
as the winds picked up, Soriano
decided that he needed more
weight in his boat and opted
for a taller and heavier crew
in sophomore Charlie Proctor.
In the A Division, sophomore
skipper Will Haeger sailed with
classmate Paula Grasberger for
the first few races. Sophomore
David Liebenberg replaced
Grasberger as the gusts grew
stronger.
“The wind increased on
Saturday, so people across all
teams were putting in heavier
crews in the boat to match the
wind,” junior tri-captain Will
Hutchings said. “Heavier crews

Courtesy Ken Legler

The co-ed sailing team struggled at the Atlantic Coast Championship, but
their 13th-place finish did not dampen a strong overall season.
can give the skipper more leverage to flatten out the boat.”
With the change in his crew,
Soriano struggled to find a
rhythm, failing to put up consistent results. Hutchings and
his crew, senior Reeves Bright,
soon replaced him, but they
continued the string of erratic
efforts for the Jumbos, managing only two strong finishes in
six races.
“I wasn’t able to get consistent results, and my performance wasn’t much of an

improvement,” Hutchings said.
“Mostly my starts limited my
performance.”
Sunday brought lighter winds,
so the skippers turned to their
lighter crews. Soriano returned
to race in the B Division, sailing with junior Madeline Luce.
In the A Division, Haeger and
Grasberger sailed together.
Unfortunately, the change in
weather did little to improve
the Jumbos’ performance on
the Charles.
“We just didn’t do well either

day,” Hutchings said. “We
would have one good race and
then two bad races. We weren’t
able to produce good results.
It was pretty tragic, especially because it was the biggest
regatta of the fall.”
Though the team failed to
meet its own expectations and
goals this weekend, the sailors
still look back proudly on an
impressive season.
“Overall, we’ve had one of
the best fall seasons we’ve had
in a couple years,” Hutchings
said. “Obviously, we wanted
to do better this weekend. It’s
hard to say we’re not happy
with the season because we’ve
had some pretty stellar results
at some really big regattas earlier in the season, and you can’t
ignore those. But like in any
sport, the championship matters more; we just weren’t able
to put it together.”
The women’s sailing team
finished off its season on a
more successful note, placing
eighth of 18 at N.Y. Maritime’s
Atlantic Coast Championship.
The Jumbos beat the University
of Vermont by just one point in
the final standings. In the A
Division, junior captain Natalie
Salk skippered all 14 races with
classmate Amelia Quinn as
crew for 11 of them. Quinn is
also a features editor for the
Daily. Sophomore Polly Murray

Jumbos excited about opportunity to fly to Nationals together
Women’s XC

continued from page 16

season, the Jumbos knew exactly what
to expect and where they could make
their moves.
“Knowing how flat the course is was
great,” Carey said. “We knew that we
weren’t going to hit a big obstacle in
the middle of the race. I was glad that
we had the experience of running on
it earlier, and it gave me the courage
to go out and run a hard second mile
without fear of burning myself out
before some hard terrain.”
A Tufts tradition brought another
aspect to this particular event. The
team’s fan base, known as the Crazies,
comes out in full force, screaming and
cheering as vigorously as possible
to will the seven racers around the
course.
“It felt so great to be racing and
representing the 70 people who were
cheering us on,” Price said. “It is amazing to be a part of that great energy
our team provides. That is part of what
makes Regionals so special and we had
so much positive energy propelling us
to run as well as we could. It built confidence in us and everyone was able
to compete with the mentality that we
were able to get the job done.”
For the first time since 2006, the
Jumbos will be flying out to the National
Championship meet as a team, ready
to perform on the national stage.
“Traveling as a team has always
been our goal, but it always seemed
like something just out of our reach,”
Price said.
“Being able to bring the whole team
is exactly what we were hoping for. The
way our team has been running this
season, we knew we could accomplish
it. We believed that we could do it all
season and our mentality has evolved
a lot over the years. It feels great that
everything fell into place on Saturday.”

took Quinn’s place in the second through fourth races.
Junior Mariel Marchand was
the skipper in the B Division
with sophomores Elizabeth
Keys, Sara Maktaretz and
Murray all acting as crews during various races.
“For both the A and B divisions, we did better as the
weekend progressed; we kept
on improving which was a big
plus,” Salk said.
Going into the last two races,
the Jumbos were in ninth
place, and the pressure was
on. With a poor performance,
they could have dropped
as far as 11th in the overall
standings. But after Marchand
and Murray took the top spot
in the penultimate race, they
had just enough points to finish in eighth.
“In a lot of ways it was a
wake-up call for how hard we
need to practice and what
skills we need to improve on
in order to keep up with the
most competitive girls from
the other schools,” Salk said.
“We need to work on starting and mark roundings. We
were really happy with how we
finished though. We weren’t
expecting to be contending for
top-5, so ending up in eighth
was really exciting for us. For
the women, it was definitely a
good way to end the season.”

Three seniors will
graduate with
legacy of success
VOLLEYBALL

continued from page 16
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Sophomore Madeleine Carey was the third Jumbo across the finish line, taking 35th place
in 22:22.

her down. The last couple games
could’ve gone either way, and we
played one of our best games of the
season, but they managed to pull it
out.”
Smolinski finished with 21 kills
and two errors, good for an outstanding .413 hitting percentage,
which was by far the best of the
major hitters in the match.
Although Lord played stellar
defense, finishing with 20 digs to go
with 42 assists, Smolinski’s presence
was enough to push Springfield over
the top.
“The match was just so neckand-neck, so it just came down to
who got lucky at the end,” Lord
said. “I thought we came out strong
and played a great game, but they
just got the right bounces at the
right times.”
The match marks the end of the
collegiate careers of senior tricaptains Spieler, Lexi Nicholas and
Audrey Kuan, who will also graduate
after having left a legacy of sustained success in the program and
a strong groundwork for the future.
Kuan is also the executive online
editor of the Daily.
“I think we came into this year not
knowing what the team was going to
be like,” Lord said. “But I’m so proud
of all the freshmen, and especially
proud of all the captains. We were
such a cohesive, special group, and
got along great on and off the court,
so I’m so excited for next year and
think there are great things ahead.”
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MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

Jumbos earn bid to NCAAs with fifthplace finish at New Englands
by

Lauren Flament

Daily Editorial Board

A fifth-place finish at the Div. III NCAA
New England Championship on Saturday
earned the men’s cross country team its first
Nationals berth since 2007.
The Jumbos were led by three All-Region
athletes, earning the distinction for crossing
the line in the top 35 among a field of 322
athletes. Once again, it was junior Matt Rand
forging the way for Tufts, with an impressive
third-place finish in a time of 24:58 on the
8,000-meter course at Bowdoin, notching
All-Region honors for the second consecutive fall.
Sophomore Brian McLaughlin picked up
his first All-Region distinction, crossing the
line in 30th place at 25:23, nearly a minute faster than his early-season time on the
same course. Junior Kyle Marks, five seconds behind McLaughlin in 35th, was an
All-Region honoree for the third time in his
three seasons at Tufts.
“Brian had a good day. For him to be 20th
in the conference and 30th in the region
shows how much he has progressed,” Marks
said. “He has really come through for us in
the clutch when we weren’t expecting this
much of him.”
The results were remarkably similar to
the NESCAC Championships two weeks
earlier, with the same top three individual
finishers and the same top five teams, demonstrating the conference’s dominance
in the region. Middlebury senior Michael
Schmidt took home his second consecutive regional victory, crossing the line in a
time of 24:39. Bowdoin sophomore Coby
Horowitz was the runner-up in 24:54, four
seconds ahead of Rand.
The five best scorers for both Williams
and Middlebury finished in the top 30, with
the Ephs coming out on top with 88 points,
taking take home the title, just one point
ahead of the Panthers. One point was also
the difference between third and fourth, as
Bowdoin edged past Bates, 160 to 161. Tufts
was fifth with 175.
Sophomores Liam Cassidy and Andrew
Shapero rounded out the scorers for the
Jumbos on Saturday. Cassidy was the fourth
Jumbo across the line in 44th with a time
of 25:40, and Shapero was in 63rd in 26:03.
Sophomore Ben Wallis and senior Connor
Rose were the final Jumbos, finishing in 71st
and 80th, respectively.
Though the Jumbos had their eyes set
higher than fifth on Saturday, the performance was enough to capture a national bid,
the team’s ultimate goal this season.
“The plan was to get a pretty good start,
and we did do that. Then it was to be up in
the top third packand we are all at a fitness
level so that we could be in that pack —
and then move up near the end of the race,
and be competitive with the top five or six
teams,” McLaughlin said. “In the end it didn’t
quite pan out that way. I finished where
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Junior Matt Rand led the way for the Jumbos with a third-place finish at New Englands,
earning his second straight All-Region distinction.
I think I should have finished, but I was
bummed that we kind of choked as a team
on Saturday.”
Immediately following the race, the team
was bearish on its hopes of an at-large bid to
nationals, with their fifth-place regional finish merely satisfying the minimum requirement for qualification.
Fortunately for the Jumbos, they were
not the only team that had an off-day. MIT,
which took home the team title last fall,
finished in sixth, 20 points behind Tufts with
195. Brandeis, which took third in 2010, fell to
seventh on Saturday, with 202.
“From a team perspective we obviously
could have done better, but we were pretty
fortunate to get fifth and very fortunate to
be in the position we are in now to be able to
go to nationals,” Marks said. “The race was a
pretty poor reflection of our team’s talent and
fitness level, and most of the guys were pretty
upset with how they followed their strategies,
including myself, but we just have to move
on and Nationals is a whole other race.”
The disappointing performance might be
attributed to the pressure placed on the race,
or to the conditions on Saturday. Narrow
paths made it difficult for Tufts runners who
started off more conservatively and hoped
to move up during the race.
Nonetheless, come Sunday afternoon,
the runners’ spirits were lifted when
Tufts was announced as one of five New

England schools to earn bids, among a
total of 32 teams.
“We are ecstatic. We didn’t feel like we
proved ourselves at regionals, so we want
to prove that at nationals we can really
be up there in the mix with the big dogs,”
McLaughlin said. “Next weekend is a completely different story … because there’s not
the pressure [that we had at regionals]. It will
be fun to see what we could do. We know
that we can run as a pack and we’re all at
really good fitness levels.”
Saturday will be Marks’ second appearance at the national race. He qualified as an
individual last fall and finished 64th among a
field of 279 runners.
“[Having run it before] definitely takes
away some of the fear of the unknown, and it
definitely makes it seem a little bit more just
like another ace,” Marks said. “It will still be
very exciting and very important, but I don’t
think the same nerves that were there last
year will be there again this year.”
Rand and Rose also have experience competing at the national level, qualifying during
the track season for the 10K and the 800meter, respectively. The four sophomores
will be making their national debuts.
The squad will travel to Winneconne, Wis.,
for the 1:00 pm Saturday race — hosted by
the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh at the
Lake Breeze Golf Course — where they will
suit up for the last time this fall.

Men’s Rugby

Courtesy David White

The Tufts Rugby Football Club finished their season Saturday, losing to Salve Regina University in the final minutes of the Div. III New
England Rugby Football Union (NEFRU) Championships. The Seahawks scored in the final minutes to win the game, 22-19.

Alex Prewitt | Live from Mudville

More
Tebow?
Ugh.

N

ow I realize that writing about Tim
Tebow only perpetuates the cycle
of the rest of the media writing,
talking, blogging and childishly
gossiping about Tebow. But to strike at
the root of an issue, one must confront it
head-on.
Tebow is unconventional in every
sense of the word. He is a left-handed
quarterback with a release loopier than
Mel Gibson. He is a scrambling quarterback. He is one of the most openly religious athletes of all-time. He is a Florida
Gator actually succeeding as a starter in
the NFL, a feat that seems all the more
impressive in retrospect given that the
list has pretty much dwindled down to
Tebow and Rex Grossman.
To wit, this past Sunday, Tebow completed two passes. Two. Baltimore Ravens
running back Ray Rice completed half that
number. And yet one of those went for a
56-yard touchdown to Eric Decker that
sent the Broncos on to a 17-10 record over
Kansas City.
And this is what makes Tebow so fascinating. When I wrote in late October that
Tebow’s openly devout faith made him
different, that his slotting as the football
Messiah was a conscious product of an
open desire to be known as the “God Guy”
within the NFL, I overlooked one of the
most obvious notions: Tebow is fundamentally different on the field.
Forget the kneel-down prayers and the
Bible verses sandwiching his nose. Tebow
does not make sense as an NFL quarterback. He does not fit the mold in a religious
sense, nor does he conform to traditional
notions from a football standpoint.
So we, and by we I mean national football writers, professional bloggers and middling collegiate columnists, are presented
with this enigma of a man, faced with
the task of covering an utterly fascinating
character whose mystique is predicated
on the sole fact that the derivations of his
success and allure are equally impossible
to decipher.
And the ultimate question is how to
treat someone about whom we understand so little. There has always existed a
certain degree of hero worship within the
media-athlete relationship. Sure, it was
more abundant decades ago, when writers
like Red Smith and Grantland Rice would
spend dozens of words putting the athlete
up onto an unreachable pedestal. That was
how Babe Ruth became such an icon.
Admittedly, that has faded into oblivion. Scandals are newsworthy, not swept
under the rug. If Tebow admits he had
sex, it will become front-page news. That’s
fine with me, and it should be fine with
everyone else. Sports journalism operates according to supply and demand.
It always has. We exist to bring down the
athlete, to equally report on his successes
and his failures, to prove that he, for one
fleeting moment on Sunday, can succumb to the pressures just like the rest of
us. We hate to think that athletes suck like
normal people suck, but we secretly love
to believe they’re just like us.
People want to hear about Tebow, but
we have nothing to say beyond empty
labels of “poise” and “he’s a real winner.”
And therein lies the conundrum surrounding Tebow. Images of his arrival in
Denver were littered with Messianic language. But the Messiah cannot be brought
down to human levels. His immortality
and incapability of human flaw makes him
so desirable to worship in the first place.
We don’t understand Tim Tebow. We
don’t understand how he’s managed to win
three road games since taking over as a
starter. We don’t understand how someone
can so openly fly against the grain of social
custom and not care in the least bit.
So instead we pretend. We pretend to
know what goes on in his head, because
everyone wants to get a glimpse into the
mind of a perceived immortal.

Alex Prewitt is a senior majoring in English
and religion. He can be reached on his blog
at http://livefrommudville.blogspot.com or
followed on Twitter at @Alex_Prewitt.
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Too much Pride: Springfield ousts Tufts in NCAA second round
High hopes for next year after 26-6 season
by

David McIntyre

Scott Tingley/Tufts Daily

The Hawks looked particularly
dominant in the third frame, winning
25-12 and putting the Jumbos’ season
on the line.
“They had such a huge lead in that
game, that we needed a new slate,”
junior setter Kendall Lord said. “We
came into the fourth [game] with the
idea that we needed to be a new team
and show our confidence and grit to
play through that last game.”
Accordingly, the Jumbos came out
with a vengeance in the fourth frame,
taking the game 25-18 and setting up a
dramatic fifth set.
Critical to the Jumbos comeback
was efficient hitting, especially from
freshman Isabel Kuhel, who finished
with 10 kills and just three errors after
being named the NESCAC’s Rookie of
the Year.
Tufts then completed its comeback
with a 15-12 win in the fifth set, downing a Roger Williams squad that had
lost just three games all year prior to
the tournament. Other notable Jumbos
included Spieler, who had nine kills and
16 digs, and freshman Kelly Brennan,
who finished with a double-double: 11
kills and 10 digs.
“That game was all about our attitude,” Spieler said. “Even though we
got down in the third game, we kept
our positive attitude up, and always
knew that we had to focus on the next
game and that we had the ability to
win.”
The comeback victory gave Tufts
a confidence boost heading into
the second-round match with host
Springfield, a team the Jumbos had
already seen twice this season, splitting the two meetings. This time, Tufts
jumped out to a quick 1-0 advantage
with a 25-20 victory, and looked to be
cruising as it held a 21-19 advantage
in the second frame.
However, the Pride rattled off six
straight points, snatching the set
and the momentum. The hosts never
looked back, as they leaned on the
stellar hitting of sophomore Tessa
Smolinski to take the third and fourth
sets by counts of 25-20 and 25-23,
respectively.
“All the sets were super close, but
they played amazing, so you have to
give them credit,” Spieler said. “Their
outside hitter [Smolinski] played out
of her mind, and we just couldn’t shut

Senior tri-captain outside hitter Cara Spieler had 16 kills and 15 digs in the loss to Springfield,
her final match for Tufts.

see VOLLEYBALL, page 14
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The volleyball season came to a
close this weekend as the Jumbos were
bounced from the NCAA Tournament
VOLLEYBALL
(9-1 NESCAC, 26-6 Overall)
at Springfield, Mass., Saturday
NCAA Second Round
Tufts		
Springfield

25 21 20 23 — 1
20 25 25 25 — 3

at Springfield, Mass., Friday
NCAA First Round
Roger Williams
Tufts		

25 20 25 18 12 — 2
18 25 12 25 15 — 3

by host Springfield College, after reaching the round of 32 for the first time
since 2009.
Those results meant Tufts finished
the year at 26-6, a remarkable achievement for a team whose 15-player roster was made up of eight freshmen,
and whose season began with many
doubts about its ability to match
recent campaigns.
“I’m really proud of this whole year,
because when we came in there were
a lot of questions,” senior tri-captain
Cara Spieler said. “But the freshmen
played such a huge role, and matured
throughout the entire season. We
always played hard, even through the
ups and downs, and learned a lot from
each loss.”
Tufts was somewhat fortunate to
even get into the NCAA tournament,
as the NESCAC ended up receiving
three bids, including one for conference champion Bowdoin.
Nevertheless, the No. 4 Jumbos went
into the match on Friday with No. 5
Roger Williams determined to go as far
as possible, knowing that the squad
reached the national quarterfinals in
2009.
However, things got off to a rocky
start, as the Hawks dominated the
Jumbos in both the first and the third
sets, taking a 2-1 advantage thanks
in large part to the efforts of sophomore Krystie Luczynski, who notched
a match-high 18 kills.

Women’s Cross Country

Tufts heads to National Championship for first time since 2006
Price leads Tufts to fifth-place finish at Regionals
by

Connor Rose

Senior Staff Writer

For the first time since
2006, the women’s cross country team will be traveling to
the National Championship
meet. By placing fifth at the
NCAA New England Div. III
Championship, hosted by
Bowdoin College, the Jumbos
did enough to earn an at-large
berth to Winneconne, Wisc.
Middlebury and Williams
earned automatic bids to the
National Championship meet
by placing first and second,
respectively. This left MIT,
Amherst and Tufts — the next
three highest finishers — to
sweat it out until the at-large
bids were announced. In
the end, Sunday afternoon’s
announcement granted all
three teams a spot in the
Championship, a tip of the
hat to the strength of the New

England region.
As two of the top teams in
the country, Middlebury and
Williams dominated the meet,
finishing well ahead of thirdplace MIT. Middlebury placed
their five scorers in the top 21
for a total of 55 points, while
Williams had five in the top
19 — good for 60 points. All
seven runners from each team
earned All-Region honors by
placing in the top 35.
Right behind two dominant
performances by those two
teams was MIT, which scored
134 points, and Amherst, close
behind the Engineers with 142
points. Tufts edged Wellesley
by just five points to take the
fifth spot with 181. In all, four
NESCAC teams will be making the trip to Wisconsin, with
MIT as the only non-NESCAC
New England representative.
Chiara Del Piccolo, a sophomore from Williams, took

the individual title, running
the six-kilometer course in
20:52, 14 seconds ahead of
the second-place finisher. Del
Piccolo also won the NESCAC
Championship two weeks ago.
Senior tri-captain Anya
Price led the way for the
Jumbos, finishing 23rd in
22:01. Also earning All-Region
honors were junior tri-captain
Lilly Fisher and sophomore
Madeleine Carey. Fisher and
Carey were 34th and 35th, running 22:19 and 22:22, respectively. The final two scorers
for the Jumbos were two more
sophomores, Lauren Creath
and Abby Barker. Creath finished 40th in 22:33 and Barker
was 49th in 22:49.
Rounding out the top seven
for the squad were junior Julia
Hajnoczky and sophomore
Laura Peterson. Hajnoczky
ran 23:02, good for 58th, while
Peterson was 66th in 23:14.

The Regional Championship
is one of the highest-pressure
meets of the year, and nerves
and doubts have been known
to resonate in the minds of the
competitors, adversely affecting their performances. The
Jumbos were as focused as
anyone, entering the race with
team goals and confidence
that kept them ready for any
situation.
“We recognized that we were
all in it together,” Price said.
“The pressure was spread out
over seven runners and knowing that enabled us to relax
and focus on what we needed
to do to be successful. We had
specific individual goals that
helped us keep things simple
and focused. Our overarching team goal and each of our
individual focuses helped us
keep the nerves down.”
With four incredibly strong
teams in the region figuring to

be ahead of Tufts, the Jumbos
focused on getting the fifth
spot while still looking to take
advantage of any mistakes
from the other squads.
“We knew that getting close
to Amherst was possible if
we had a great day,” Carey
said. “Realistically, we figured
Colby would be right near us
in points, so we focused on
staying with their runners
and beating them. We didn’t
really talk about Wellesley,
who ended up finishing right
behind us. We still ran as hard
as we could and tried to pass
as many people as possible,
regardless of their uniform.”
Part of the team’s success
can be attributed to its knowledge of the course and the
ways the runners could use it
to their advantage. After racing on it in the first meet of the
see WOMEN’S XC, page 14

